Articles 4 and 5

Key Features of Article 4
• A clear and legal definition of Site Coverage, and what is allowable by-right
via a sliding scale to lot size.
• Lot Coverage, which is the current control standard, refers only to the "footprint" or first floor size. Site Coverage refers to the total house size in scale and
mass of the structure(s) we are talking about, and wish to address.
• The Maximum size any house could attain in the National Seashore District is
capped at 2,800 square feet.
• Current standards would allow on a 3 acre lot a 13,000 sq. ft. house. There are
40 such lots of 3 acres or more in the Seashore here in Wellfleet.
• The average house size (out of 250 homes) in Wellfleet’s National Seashore
District is less than 1,500 square feet. Only 20 houses out of 250 are over 2,800
square feet.

Key Features of Article 4

• The Maximum Site Coverage, or total gross livable space on any Seashore
property, is capped at 3,600 square feet.
• Currently, only eight properties in Wlft’s NSP district have over 3,600 sq. ft.
of total Site Coverage.
• On the larger lots, the 2,800 house cap and 3,600 site coverage cap promotes
breaking up the scale and mass of structures into two or more buildings, which
is in keeping with the old style Cape homesteads in existence here.
• The character of the CCNS is preserved from over development threats.

Key Features of Article 5
• New standards and criteria for the Zoning Board of Appeals to work with to
deal with home expansions on the smallest lots with challenging nonconformities.
• A Special Permit process that would give some flexibility to exceed what is
allowable by-right -- except for the Maximum house and site coverage caps of
2,800 sq. ft. and 3,600 sq. ft. respectively.
• Gives the ZBA more ability to deny such a Special Permit approval based on
the standards and criteria spelled out in this article.
• Most building permits for expansions or additions would be attainable byright, except for the smaller lots with one or more zoning non-conformities.

Chart Key
• The next set of slides are charts showing Article 4's table of lot ranges with all 250
Seashore homes on their respective lot size and by their respective current house
size.
• Each dot represents a Single Family Dwelling. The triangles represent so called
Multiple Dwelling classified properties -- meaning they have more than one main
structure on the property (i.e., an accessory cottage or studio), and depict “Site
Coverage” rather than just one Single Family Dwelling house size.
• In the lower right of each chart is a listing of how many Single Family Dwellings
and Multiple Dwelling properties are shown on each chart.
• The sloping lines (colored black or red) shown on the charts are labeled, and
represent Article 4's sliding scale Site Coverage line, Article 6's lot coverage
Footprint line (as well as what this means with a full 2nd story), and the current 5%
Lot Coverage control line, which Article 6 uses up to a 40,000 sq. ft. lot.

Who endorses these articles:
• The Executive Committee of the Wellfleet National Seashore Homeowners
Association and many caring Seashore homeowners themselves.
• The Association for the Preservation of Cape Cod and the CCNS.
----------• 170+ registered residents of Wellfleet signed the Petition for Article 4 to ensure
its placement on the Town Warrant -- and did so in nine days.
• In August over three hundred people (both residents and non-residents)
signed a general petition asking that the Seashore be protected from MegaMansions.
• The Town has received numerous letters specifically requesting zoning
changes to preserve and protect the Seashore from the threat of trophy home
McMansionization, and many meetings have been held on this issue.

How Big is too Big?
• To answer this one needs to consider the context of the place in question. In
this instance we are dealing with a public domain of great natural beauty known
as the Cape Cod National Seashore.
• How we and our homes fit into this landscape in a respectful and modest way
has a crucial impact on the character of the CCNS and our abiding perceptions
toward this special landscape.
• As shown by the charts, we looked at what exists here now (the average house
size is under 1,500 sq. ft.), and came up with a line that we believe balances our
public interest to preserve the current character of the Seashore from megamansions, while also providing for reasonable private interest desire to have a
comfortable sized home.
• The purpose of Articles 4 & 5 is to preserve the character of Wellfleet's
Seashore district from being overwhelmed by uncharacteristic house size
developments.

Articles 4 and 5

Together, Articles 4 & 5 would provide Wellfleet with a set of zoning by-laws
that balances our private and public interests -- and our responsibilities -in a reasonable, fair, and practical manner.
Together, Wellfleet can at last resolve this contentious issue and, against
great odds, feel proud of this long sought after sensible accomplishment. One
that serves to protect and preserve this unique and sublimely beautiful natural
public landscape from senseless house size developments.
Together, we ask for your support -- Please vote yes on Articles 4 and 5.

Yes

Articles 4 & 5

